Independent Resource Centre Govan
Sheet 3 Finding a slot, something to do.
Common Good Awareness Project –Farmhouse Resource Centre

discussions, talks
Presentations
Timescale

A series of one off presentations
interviews to test out some ideas
and get a feel for things.

What do we want to
discover

organisations
What are local issues

Get in papers

Community meetups
Hooks interest points

There are many areas to chose
from and learn from. Part of
the process of our research will
be to discover what people are
interested in. How do we learn
what would be useful tools to
use when we plan, build and
use our resource centre.

We need to be trained up and
be ready to take responsibility
Radio programs
before someone else does. We
live in a country that is one of
Events organising the least represented in Europe.
Scotland is the least democratic
Skill share
country in the EU.
Mentoring
Research
Art
Walking

Events stunts

Further education

Clydebank Indi Resource centre

Schools
Weekly update -Spot

Short ﬁlm

Council plans Developments ﬁndings

Questions to Local counsellors

IT Website Data
base
A few hit the nail on the head
interviews and statements
covering the fundamentals

Outputs
What jobs to give folk
Local groups

Strategies
Info conﬁdentiality?
badges ﬂiers livery

Outside help
Set out process, aims
Collect supporters
testimonials
Sunny Program

Measure General
feelings

Some locals interview

Filming

Diving forPearls etc

Visit do presentations

Lay out proposals–stall
Interviews

Interviewing

Media

Talk to groups eye to eye

Photography

Find work already done carried out
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Explain Consultation

Mind storming

Mapping

There is much talk about
change from below, but very
little activity or legislation to
make it possible. The only
change that usually makes
any difference at the bottom is
change that starts there.
There is plenty to do and much
to learn. Finding the will to start
can be the most difficult part
and most crucial part. But once
empowerment is achieved, it
is very difficult to give up. No
one knows what to do at first. It
would not be research if we did.
What is important is that we
start. The rest will be picked up
along the way.
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